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The Criterion of Shmel’kin and Varieties Generated by
Wreath Products of Finite Groups
Vahagn H. Mikaelian
Abstract. We present a general criterion under which the equality var (AwrB) =
var (A) var (B) holds for finite groups A and B. This generalizes known results in
this direction in the literature, and continues our previous research on varieties gen-
erated by wreath products of abelian groups. The classification is based on technics
developed by A.L. Shmel’kin, R. Burns et al. to study the critical groups in nilpotent-
by-abelian varieties.
1. Introduction
Our aim is to present a criterion classifying all the cases, when for the finite groups A
and B their standard wreath product AwrB generates the product var (A) var (B) of
varieties generated by A and B respectively. Under wreath products we mean standard
direct wreath products, which in this case coincide with standard Cartesian wreath
products, since the groups are finite (and the criterion holds for both Cartesian and
direct wreath products). We prove:
Theorem 1. For finite non-trivial groups A and B the equality
(1) var (AwrB) = var (A) var (B)
holds if and only if:
a) the exponents of group A and B are coprime;
b) A is a nilpotent group, B is an abelian group;
c) B contains a subgroup isomorphic to the direct product Ccn of c copies of cycle
Cn, where c is the nilpotency class of A, and n is the exponent of B.
In theory of varieties of groups the study of equality (1) for (not necessarily finite)
groups is motivated by the importance of wreath products as tools to study the product
varieties of groups. For varieties U and V their product UV consists of all possible
extensions of all groups A ∈ U by all groups B ∈ V. Take A and B to be some fixed
groups generating the varieties U and V respectively. Then, if var (AwrB) = UV
holds, we can restrict ourselves to consideration of var (AwrB), which is easier to
study rather than to explore all the extensions in UV. In literature there are very many
applications of the above approach: one may check Hanna Neumann’s monograph [15]
for examples and for references to other articles.
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One of the first results in that direction was proved by G. Higman (Lemma 4.5
and Example 4.9 in [5]): the equality var (CpwrCn) = var (Cp) var (Cn) = ApAn holds
for any finite cycles Cp and Cn provided that p is a prime not dividing n (as usual
An denotes the variety of all abelian groups of exponent dividing n). C.H. Houghton
generalized this for the case of arbitrary finite cycles A = Cm and B = Cn. Namely,
var (CmwrCn) = var (Cm) var (Cn) = AmAn holds if and only if m and n are coprime
(this is mentioned in [3], [15], etc.).
In articles [8]–[11] we presented full classification of all cases when (1) holds for
arbitrary abelian groups. In [10] we gave a classification of all cases when the analog
of (1) holds for wreath products of sets of abelian groups. After the classification was
found for all abelian groups, it is natural to widen the class of groups, and the first
class to consider are finite groups. In the listed papers we already had suggested some
special cases such as examples 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 in [10], Proposition 2 and Example 2
in [11] in which the analog of (1) holds or does not hold for some specific non-abelian
finite groups.
An intriguing fact additionally motivating this study is the well known theorem of
A.L. Shmel’kin who proved that the product UV of non-trivial varieties U and V can
be generated by a finite group if and only if the exponents of U and V are non-zero
and coprime, U is a nilpotent variety, and V is an abelian variety [20, Theorem 6.3].
Since for finite groups A and B the wreath product AwrB also is finite, we already
have necessity of the conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 1. That is, we just have to
distinguish those pairs of nilpotent groups A and of abelian groups B, which satisfy
the criterion of Shmel’kin, and for which AwrB generates var (A) var (B). We have
intentionally formulated Theorem 1 so that it is as alike to Theorem 6.3 in [20] as
possible.
Another related result is the important theorem of R. Burns on the base rank of
the variety Nc,mAn, where Nc,m = Nc ∩Bm is the variety of all nilpotent groups of
class at most c and of exponents dividing m. Recall that the base rank l(V) of a
variety V is defined to be the minimal (finite or countable) rank l for which Fl(V)
generates V. R. Burns has proved that l = l(Nc,mAn) = c, whenever m and n are
coprime [3]. Using technics with critical groups in [3, Section 3] one could easily find
cases when the equality (1) holds or does not hold, say, for A = F2(N2,p) and B = C
k
q ,
where prime numbers p and q are chosen so that q divides p − 1. Applying methods
from our previous research [8]–[11] we generalize this in Theorem 1 for arbitrary finite
A and B.
Theorem 1 has especially simple shape, when A is abelian, that is, when c = 1.
Then the condition (c) of Theorem 1 means that B contains an element of order
n = expB. Since this holds for any finite abelain group, the only point we actually
have to check in Theorem 1 is condition (a):
Corollary 1 (Theorem 4.6 in [10]). For arbitrary finite abelian groups A and B
of exponents m and n respectively the equality var (AwrB) = AmAn holds if and only
if m and n are coprime.
As we had mentioned in [10] the statement above seems to be a fact known in
mathematical folklore. When A and B are cyclic, we get Theorem of Houghton (from
which the previous corollary also may be deduced):
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Corollary 2 (Theorem of Houghton). For arbitrary cyclic groups Cm and Cn of
orders m and n respectively the equality var (CmwrCn) = AmAn holds if and only if
m and n are coprime.
2. Sufficiency of the condition of Theorem 1
Following the conventional notation in theory of varieties of groups for a given class
X of groups we respectively denote by QX, SX and CX the classes of all homomorphic
images, subgroups and cartesian products of groups of X. By Birkhoff’s Theorem [1,
15] for any class X of groups the variety var(X) generated by it can be obtained by
these three operations: var(X) = QSCX.
For the given classes of groups X andY denote XwrY = {X wr Y |X ∈ X, Y ∈ Y}.
We need two lemmas combining a few statements, which either restate some known
facts in the literature or are proved by us earlier (see Proposition 22.11 and Proposition
22.13 in [15], Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 in [8] and also [20] and [2]). We omit the
proofs, which can be found in [8].
Lemma 1. For arbitrary classs X and Y of groups and for arbitrary groups X∗ and
Y , where either X∗ ∈ QX, or X∗ ∈ SX, or X∗ ∈ CX, and where Y ∈ Y, the group
X∗wr Y belongs to the variety var (XwrY).
Lemma 2. For arbitrary classs X and Y of groups and for arbitrary groups X
and Y ∗, where X ∈ X and where Y ∗ ∈ SY, the group X wr Y ∗ belongs to the variety
var (XwrY). Moreover, if X is a class of abelian groups, then for each Y ∗ ∈ QY the
group X wr Y ∗ also belongs to var (XwrY).
Since the Cartesian and direct wreath products of any groups generate the same
variety of groups [15], the analogs of both lemmas also hold for direct wreath products.
Recall that a group is said to be critical if it is finite, and it is not in the variety
generated by all its proper factors [15]. We will need the following lemma, which is
based on ideas from [3, 15]:
Lemma 3. Let A be a finite group of exponent m and of nilpotency class c, and
let B be any finite abelian group of exponent n coprime to m. Then any non-abelian
critical group in the product variety W = var (A) var (B) is an extension of a group
from var (A) by means of an at most c-generator group from var (B).
Proof. Let K be any of non-abelian critical groups in W. Denote by F = Fit(K)
the Fitting subgroup of K, that is, the unique maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of
K. Since F is finite, it is a direct product of its Sylow subgroups, which are character-
istic in F and thus normal in K. If F had more than one such Sylow subgroups, they
would intersect trivially, and K would be embeddable into the direct product of its
factor groups by these Sylow subgroups. Since K is critical, it has one Sylow subgroup
only: F is a p-group.
The centralizer of a Fitting subgroup in each soluble group is contained in the
Fitting subgroup [4, Theorem 1.3, Chapter 6].
Denote by Φ = Frat(K) the Frattini subgroup of K: the set of non-generators
of K, or the intersection of all maximal subgroups of K. The Frattini subgroup of
a finite group is nilpotent and, since it also is normal (in fact also characteristic), Φ
is a subgroup of F. By [15, Lemma 52.42] (see also [19, Theorem 5.2.15 (ii)]) the
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Fitting subgroup Fit(K/Φ) is equal to F/Φ. Since K is finite, the factor F/Φ is a
direct products of some finitely many copies of a finite cycle Cp by the result we just
cited. Denoting their generators by z1, . . . , zl we get a presentation of F/Φ as a vector
space over the field Fp:
F/Φ ∼= Φz1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Φzl.
Assume K is an extension of a group L ∈ var (A) by the group T ∈ var (B). Since L
is nilpotent and normal, L ≤ F holds. On the other hand, since F/L is a subgroup of
K/L ∈ var (B), the exponent of F/L has to divide n = expB. Since F is a p-group
with p coprime to n, we have F = L. Since m and n are coprime, by Schur-Zessenhaus
Theorem K contains a compliment of F isomorphic to T . To keep notations simple,
denote that compliment by T .
Actions of elements of T on F/Φ by conjugations define a linear representation
of degree l on the space F/Φ. By Maschke’s Theorem the latter is a sum of some
irreducible subspaces ΦZi:
F/Φ ∼= ΦZ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ΦZs, s ≤ l,
which defines s irreducible linear representations of T , if we restrict actions of T upon
ΦZi. Denoting by Di, i = 1, . . . , s, the kernels of these representations we get faithful
representations for each of s factor-groups T/Di. Their intersection D =
⋂s
i=1Di is
trivial because a non-trivial element from D would centralize F/Φ, whereas F/Φ =
Fit(K/Φ), and an element outside the Fitting subgroup cannot centralize it in a soluble
group, as we mentioned above.
An abelian group with faithful representation is cyclic. This means that the group
T ∼= ΦT/Φ is embeddable into the direct product of at most s finite cycles, and the
number of generators of T is restricted by s.
Now we can use Corollary [15, 51.38] of an important theorem of S. Oates and
M.B. Powell [16] (this theorem is mentioned in [15] as Theorem 51.37). Our critical
group K possesses a normal nilpotent subgroup F with a compliment T , and F has
normal subgroups ΦZ1, . . . ,ΦZs such that
(i) each ΦZi is closed under conjugations of T ;
(ii) K = 〈ΦZ1, . . . ,ΦZs, T 〉 holds;
(iii) no proper subset of the set {ΦZ1, . . . ,ΦZs} together with T generates K.
Then by [15, 51.38] the number s is less than or equal to the nilpotency class of F. So
the number of generators of T also is not greater than c. 
Now we can prove the sufficiency of the condition of Theorem 1:
Proof of Theorem 1, sufficiency. Under conditions of the theorem both va-
rieties var (A) and var (B) are locally finite, so by theorem of O.Yu. Schmidt [15] the
product W = var (A) var (B) also is locally finite. By [15, Proposition 51.41] W is
generated by its critical groups.
Take K ∈ W to be any of such critical groups. If K is abelian, then it is a
cyclic p-group for some prime p [15, Propositon 51.36]. If p is a divisor of m, then
K = Cp ∼= Cpwr {1}, and if p is a divisor of n, then K = Cp ∼= {1}wrCp. In both
cases K belongs to W by Lemma 1 or by Lemma 2 for X = {A} and Y = {B}.
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Let K be non-abelian, and assume it is the extension of the group L ∈ var (A)
by the group T ∈ var (B). By Lemma 3 we may assume L to be an at most c-
generator group. Thus it is a subgroup of the direct power Ccn and by requirement of
the theorem it is contained in B. On the other hand, L can be obtained from A by
means of operations Q, S,C. Applying Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 for the same X and Y
we get that K ∈ var (AwrB), which completes the proof. 
3. Necessity of the condition of Theorem 1
Below we without any definitions use the concepts of verbal products and verbal
wreath products. The first can be found in the papers of S. Moran [12]-[14], and for
the second one can check the papers of A.L. Shmel’kin [20] or R. Burns [3]. Both
concepts also are presented in [15].
Take a group A of nilpotency class c and of exponent m, and denote for briefness
 L = var (A). It is clear that  L is a subvariety of the variety Nc,m of all groups of
nilpotency class at most c and of exponent dividing m. Fix any prime p not dividing
m. We need a specific group similar to the group Wc used in [3], but in our case it is
a slightly different group. Define the  L-verbal wreath product:
W (A, p) = Fc( L) wr LC
c
p
of the free group Fc( L) of rank c in the variety  L and of the direct product of c copies
of the cycle Cp, where c is the nilpotency class of A. In the case, when A generates
the variety Nc,m, the group W (A, p) is the group Wc of [3] for prime n = p. Most of
the steps of the construction below are similar to the steps of [3] or of [20].
The base subgroup of W (A, p) is the  L-verbal product
(2)
 L∏
c∈Ccp
Fc( L) ∼=
 L∏
c∈Ccp
(  L∏
i=1,...,c
Cm
)
∼=
 L∏
i=1,...,cpc
Cm
(we used the associativity of verbal products). Present Fc( L) as the factor group
Fc/L(Fc) of the absolutely free group Fc = Fc(x1, . . . , xc) by the verbal subgroup
L(Fc). If in the verbal product (2) for each element b ∈ C
c
p we denote by xi(b) the
b’th copy of xi, we can interpret (2) as a factor group of the absolutely free group Fcpc
with cpc generators {xi(b) | i = 1, . . . , c; b ∈ C
c
p} by the verbal subgroup L(Fcpc). For
briefness of later use denote L(Fcpc) by L
′.
In Fc there is such a basic commutator γ(x1, . . . , xc) of weight c that γ
(
Fc( L)
)
is
non-trivial because otherwise Fc( L) would be a group not of class c but of class c− 1.
Consider the set Γ = {γ
(
x1(b1), . . . , xc(bc)
)
| bi ∈ C
c
p} of s = p
c2 elements and denote
them by γ1, . . . , γs. Since the class of Fcpc( L) ∼= Fcpc/L
′ also is c, any two elements γi
and γj (together with cyclic groups they generate) commute modulo L
′.
To show that the set Γ modulo L′ generates in Fcpc the direct product of cycles
(3) 〈L′γ1〉 × · · · × 〈L
′γs〉
one need apply [3, Lemma 5.4.1] or just take any coset L′γi1 · · · γit, and for any of
its factors γij apply to Fc·pc the homomorphism, which does not move the variables
participating in γij , and sends all other variables to 1. Thus each 〈L
′γi〉 intersects with
the product of all other factors trivially.
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Since the word γ was applied on free generators, all the summands in (3) are cycles
of the same non-trivial orderm′. The latter dividesm, and if we take any prime divisor
q of m′ and denote vi = γ
m′/q
i , we will get cycles 〈L
′vi〉 of order q for all i = 1, . . . , s.
So (3) contains an s-dimensional vector space over the field Fq:
(4) V = Fsq
∼= 〈L′v1〉 × · · · × 〈L
′vs〉
With these constructions we have the following analog of Lemma 5.4 in [3]:
Lemma 4. Fix any group A of nilpotency class c and of exponent m, and denote
 L = var (A). Then for any prime p not dividing m every non-empty set of normal
subgroups of the verbal wreath product W (A, p) = Fc( L) wr L C
c
p, such that none of those
normal subgroups is wholly contained in the base subgroup, has non-trivial intersection.
Proof. A product (L′vx11 ) · · · (L
′vxss ) = L
′vx11 · · · v
xs
s with values xi inside the mul-
tiplicative groupW (A, p) is nothing else but the linear combination x1 ·L
′v1+ · · ·+xs ·
L′vs of vectors L
′vi with scalars xi ∈ Zq in the additively written space V . This linear
interpretation allows to find the non-trivial element in the intersection mentioned in
the lemma.
We need the description of normal closure of subgroups of the active group inside
the verbal wreath product found by R. Burns in [3, Corollary 4.2]. Applying it to the
group W (A, p) we get that for any non-trivial subgroup U of Ccp (with transversal T
in Ccp) the normal closure U
W (A,p) of U in the whole group is the product UM , where
(5)
M =
{
αu11 · · ·α
ur
r | r ≥ 1; ui ∈ U ; αi ∈
∏ L
t∈T
(
Fc( L)
)
(t), i = 1, . . . , r;
uj 6= uj+1, j = 1, . . . , r − 1; α1 · · ·αr = 1
}
(unlike the previous notation above, αuii means not the power of αi but the shifting
action of ui on αi in verbal wreath product).
Let U be a cycle of order p in Ccp. It is easy to bring a product L
′vx11 · · · v
xs
s to the
shape mentioned in (5). Namely, consider a word γ(x1(b1), . . . , xc(bc)) participating in
this product (for some selection of values b1, . . . , bc ∈ C
c
p). For each xi(bi) (or its power)
participating in γ find the representative ti of the coset Ubi (such that bi = tiu
−1
i for
some ui ∈ U), and replace xi(bi) by x
ui
i (ti). So γ will be presented as a product of
elements αi mentioned in (5), each shifted by some elements ui ∈ U . If a few neighbor
elements use the same ui, we can merge them to one αi to have the condition uj 6= uj+1,
as well.
After these transformations distinct elements L′vx11 · · · v
xs
s , of course, may merge. If
so, then using the additive notation in V collect the identified vectors L′vxii . By linear
independence of vectors L′vi the condition α1 · · ·αr = 1 of (5) will just mean that
the integers xi form a solution (x1, . . . , xc) for a system of |T |
c = p(c−1)c homogeneous
linear equations over Fq. Notice that during our manipulations we never change the i
index of xi(bj) inside any γ. We just shift the bj , so none of the non-zero words γ will
be mapped to zero.
Ccp contains (p
c − 1)/(p− 1) cycles of order p. Each normal subgroup of W (A, p),
not wholly contained in the base subgroup, contains one of the cycles mentioned. And
an element belongs to all of the normal subgroups if and only if the combined system
of all the (pc− 1)/(p− 1)× p(c−1)c linear equations has a solution over Fq. Recall that
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the equations are on s = pc
2
variables which is larger then the number of equations. So
this system of homogeneous linear equations will always have a non-zero solution. 
The completed lemma allows to prove the remaining part of Theorem 1:
Proof of Theorem 1, necessity. If the given finite groups A and B do not
meet the condition of the theorem of Shmel’kin, then var (A) var (B) cannot be gen-
erated by a finite group, so it is not equal to var (AwrB) also. Thus we can restrict
ourselves by the remaining case only: A is nilpotent, B is abelian, both groups are
finite, the exponents m = expA and n = expB are coprime, but the number of copies
of the cycle Cn in any direct decomposition of B is less than c.
Take any prime divisor p of n and consider the group W (A, p) = Fc( L) wr LC
c
p =
Fc( L) wr L Fc(Ap). Since
W (A, p) ∈  LAp ⊆  LAn = var (A) var (B) ,
it will be enough, if we suppose that var (A) var (B) is equal to var (AwrB), and then
arrive to a contradiction by showing that W (A, p) /∈ var (AwrB) for a specific p.
According to a lemma of A.L. Shmel’kin (see [20, Lemma 6.1]), if the exponents
of arbitrary locally finite varieties U and V are coprime, then the UV-free group
F2r(UV) of rank 2r of the product variety UV contains the U-verbal wreath product
Fj(U) wrU Fr(V) for any j ≥ r (see also [3, Lemma 5.2]). Taking U =  L, V = Ap and
j = r = c we get that the relatively free group F2c( LAp) contains the group W (A, p).
By our assumption F2c( LAp) ∈ var (AwrB), and we can apply [15, Theorem 15.4].
Namely: F2c( LAp) is embeddable into the Cartesian (in our case also direct, as the
number of factors is finite) product
AwrB
(
(AwrB)2c
)
of k = |(AwrB)2c| =
(
|A||B| · |B|
)2c
copies of the group AwrB.
By the cited lemma of A.L. Shmel’kin the group W (A, p) also is embeddable into
the direct product of k copies of AwrB. So there are some normal subgroups Wi ⊳
W (A, p), i = 1, . . . , k, with trivial intersection such that each factor W (A, p)/Wi is
isomorphic to some subgroup of AwrB.
If none of the subgroupsWi were wholly contained in the base subgroup ofW (A, p),
then their intersection would be non-trivial by Lemma 4. Therefore for some i∗ the sub-
groupWi∗ is inside the base subgroup ofW (A, p). Thus the factor-groupW (A, p)/Wi∗
contains a copy of the subgroup Ccn.
Among the prime divisors of n there is a p, such that B does not contain the direct
power Ccp, for otherwise B would also contain the direct product C
c
n of all such C
c
p
over all p dividing n. For this fixed p the factor-group W (A, p)/Wi∗ contains a copy
of Ccp. By the construction above that copy is contained in AwrB also. On the other
hand the p-primary component B(p) of the abelian group B is the Sylow p-subgroup
of AwrB, as it is easy to see by comparing the group orders.
Thus, if AwrB contained a copy of Ccp, that copy would be inside a conjugated
isomorphic copy B(p)b of B(p), which is impossible by the choice of p. 
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4. Some examples and applications
Example 1. Recall that we above denoted Nc,m = Nc ∩Bm. In [11], using the
properties of critical groups from [3] and Proposition 2 from [11], we saw for the group
A = F2(N2,3), that
(6) var (AwrC2) 6= var (A) var (C2) = N2,3A2,
(7) var (Awr (C2 ⊕ C2)) = var (A) var (C2 ⊕ C2) = N2,3A2.
As we mentioned in Introduction, using the construction of critical groups in [3, Section
3] one could build analogs of (6) and (7) for any variety N2,p and Cq, where prime
numbers p and q are chosen so that q divides p − 1. However, much more general
cases can be covered by Theorem 1 of current paper: for any A = Fr(Nc,m) the
equality var (AwrCrn) = var (A)An holds if and only if r is greater than or equal to
the nilpotency class of A. And if r ≥ c, the class of A is c because every nilpotent
variety of class c can be generated by its free group of rank c [15, Corollary 35.12]. So
in that case we additionally have var (AwrCrn) = Nc,mAn.
Example 2. An example of a finite nilpotent group of class 2 is the dihedral group
D4 of order 8. L.G. Kova´cs in [7] has computed the variety it generates: var (D4) =
A22 ∩ N2. So by Theorem 1 for any odd n we have var (D4wrCn) ⊂ (A
2
2 ∩ N2)An
and var (D4wr (Cn ⊕ Cn)) = (A
2
2 ∩ N2)An. The quaternion group Q8 of order eight
generates the same variety as D4 (see [15]), and it also is nilpotent of class 2. So both
the straight inclusion and the equality given above have analogs for Q8.
Our study of varieties generated by wreath products of groups started in our Ph.D.
study, where among other topics a specific operation called ◦-product was considered.
For the given variety V and the group G, the ◦-product V◦G is defined as the variety
generated by all possible extensions of all groups from V by the group G. Since for
any group N generating V and for any extension E of N by the group G the ◦-product
V ◦G contains E and is contained in the product variety V var (G), the ◦-product is a
somewhat sharper tool (than the conventional product of varieties of groups) to study
the extensions of groups. To use the potential of this operation we classified some
cases, when V ◦ G = V var (G) holds. In particular, by Theorem 5.6 in our Ph.D.
thesis for any regular variety V and finite group G the ◦-product V ◦ G is equal to
V var (G) only if G is abelian (a variety is called regular, if none of its relatively free
groups can be embedded into a relatively free group of lower rank [15]). Theorem 1
of the current work allows to get more details for a particular case:
Corollary 3. Let V be any non-trivial variety generated by a finite group and
let G be any non-trivial finite group. Then the equality V ◦G = V var (G) holds if and
only if the exponents of group V and G are coprime, V is a nilpotent variety, G is an
abelian group, and a direct decomposition of G contains at least c copies of the cycle
Cn, where c is the nilpotency class of V, and n is the exponent of G.
When this manuscript was under preparation, we had an opportunity to discuss it
with Prof. A.Yu. Ol’shanskii. His very helpful comments allowed to improve details of
the text.
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